
TIPS BEACON

          With the relaxations of the government from lock down to
reopen the schools it was already a fabulous start of February. 
Our tiny stars are back to school with complete enthusiasm to
meet their friends, teachers and most importantly to experience
the physical environment of the school.Physical classroom learning
brings with it ,its share of advantages as children are exposed to
real time learning .Children have access to everything from the way
the materials are arranged and the visibility of theme board, word
walls, teachers and their peers. 
           Considering all these aspects in a classroom, it ensures a
positive physical environment where students can concentrate on
their learning, without any distractions. The ambience of the
classroom makes the children more inclined to focus and actively
participate in all the classroom discussions. 
              Adhering to all the safety measure and protocols,our young
learners are ready to take on the challenges of learning in different
situations. 
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LEARNING CURVE

           Sunshine is promising, rain is refreshing, wind braces us up,
snow is exhilarating; there is really no such thing as bad weather,
only different kinds of good weather. Nature is so powerful, so
strong. Weather is the day-to-day state of the atmosphere, and its
short-term variation in minutes to weeks. People generally think of
weather as the combination of temperature, humidity,
precipitation, cloudiness, visibility, and wind.

             One of the first things many people do when they
wake up in the morning is check the weather. The weather
pattern where you live will help you and your parents
decide what you should wear or bring to school that day. A
weather pattern occurs when the weather stays the same
for days or weeks at a time.
          The patterns of weather are tied to the four seasons:
summer, winter, spring, and fall. There are a few different
weather patterns that you may already know about, such as hot
and dry, wet and rainy, or cold. Children explored these amazing
patterns using data chart.



           Nurturing children in the early years is a partnership between
parents and teachers, home and school. Much development happens
in these early years as of the brain, of self-esteem and of learning
habits, forming the foundation for cognitive development in the later
years, life-long learning, building strong relationships and an outlook
on life. Through these talks the vocabulary of the kids can be
enriched.

            Our Parent Ms. Sanjana(Sidvik’s Mom) shared her views
on different types of weather
and narrated a story related to
it. The kids were excited to learn
new things from her. Thestudents enjoyed a lot, as it was

a break from their regularacademics. 

PARENT CHRONICLES



POCKET PHONICS

                     Our task towards the success of a child’s
reading is to help them climb their own mountains as
high as possible. We facilitate  them with the sounds
and they make connections up by integrating their
learning, Creativity and Knowledge. 

            Here is an activity that children did ,something
from classroom to pick their favourite  grapheme and
represent it's Phoneme. Each of them came out
making it happen with their favourite  puzzle, marbles
and pictures of their favourite  phoneme. And so our
real success happens to grow as they wish. 



        Good health is central to human happiness and well-being that
contributes to prosperity and wealth of the individual. Health is a
state of complete physical, mental, social and spiritual well being.
For a healthy life cycle, we should follow a healthy and balanced
diet, good hygiene habits, staying in a proper shelter and getting
enough sleep. In addition, physical activities also play a vital role. As
kids are mostly active throughout the day, good enrichment
activities like dance will help them to stay fit despite the continuous
academics happening all day long.

             Learning, thinking, creativity, and intelligence just don’t come
from the brain alone, but from the entire body. Children need to
move! Any actvities to get kids moving on their feet is a must and it
can be achieved through dancing. Dance burns calories,
strengthens muscles, improves balance, increases flexibility, and
gives the heart a good workout. Dance has also been proven to
increase cognitive development. Current research says that for
dancers the body and mind are connected in vital ways. Dancing
allows the kids to express themselves. Our kids learn classical
dance as a part of their education. The happiness and interest in
learning a new form of art is visible in their faces.

 
 
 

HEALTH AND BEYOND



                                           It's all about awareness! 
                 Feb 4 is celebrated as the World Cancer
Day. The children were asked to research the
disease cancer and get a printout of some foods that
fight against the disease. During the class the
teacher explained the causes of the disease and its
types.Students collected the real life vegetables
,fruits and nuts from their home during the class.

      Healthy lifestyle starts from the very beginning! 

BUDDING INFLUENCER



POTPOURRI
 

            The region's most favourite festival is here!
Pongal, a celebration of happiness, harvest, sun and all
things happy. It is a harvest celebration to thank the
Sun God and higher yielding crops. 
           It is celebrated for four – day harvest festival
dedicated to the Sun God. In online classes the
children were traditionally dressed up. Thirukural
competition was held for students. Language teacher
explained about the importance of Pongal.
                              Pongol ooo pongal

Look out notice:

World wildlife day

World sle
ep day

International day of

happiness

women's day
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